
OLD CHINESE CURSE:  MAY YOU GET WHAT YOU WISH FOR 
By Steve Gaynor 

 

Whenever I compete, I like going against a ‘name’ player.  I hope for a chance to shine or 

at least get a good story.  So when we attended a Dallas, TX sectional recently, I was 

counting the rounds until we came to the table where Dan Morse and Nagy Kamel (both 

national champions) awaited.  With one exception (former Minnesota resident, Florence 

Beaird, who told me to say ‘hi’ to all of her friend here), they were the only people I 

recognized.  I felt we were having a decent game; a good round against this pair could be 

what we needed to finish high in the overalls or even win the event.  Give me a fun hand, 

bridge gods! 

With all vulnerable, I picked up, A98, 5, AKQJ86, T63.  Partner opened 1S, Dan, on my right 

passed and I jumped to 3D, natural, showing a 6+ card suit and game forcing.  Nagy 

passed and Jean re-bid 3S, showing extra length.  I wanted to be scientific about this, but 

just bidding 4S seemed chicken.  I did not want to draw a defensive road map for players 

who were definitely listening to the bidding, so I took a chance and bid RKC.  Partner 

showed 2 keys with the trump queen so I bid 6S.  Wouldn’t you? 

Dan had to find the right lead and it was definitely possible that the contract was cold 

against any lead.  For sure, as soon as she was in, Jean had a lot of tricks available.   He 

led the Club J and hooted when I put dummy down that I actually had my 3D call.  It 

turned out he also had 6 diamonds (it turned out that his side can make game in hearts), 

Club, club, club ruff, down 2 for 5.5 matchpoints on a 38 top.  Sigh.  Dan and Nagy finished 

3rd overall and we were 7th.  Not bad, but had the slam made, those positions would have 

been reversed.  I guess finding the right lead is what makes a 12 time NABC champion. 

The whole hand: 

   J6 
   KJT3 
   2 
   AK9875 
A98     KQT7532 
5     A42 
AKQJ86     --- 
T63     Q42 
   4 
   Q9876 
   T97543 
   J 



    


